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Abstract

With the rapid increase of energy consumption and environment problems, the need for green techniques and
harvesting energy is emerging. Network coding can provide the solution by the reduction of the unnecessary data
transmission and the estimated traffic patterns. It can also amplify the synergy in an energy harvesting capable
cognitive radio (CR) network since the CR has the recognition and optimal decision functionalities. In this paper, we
propose stochastic policy based wireless energy harvesting in green cognitive radio network. With the simulations, we
show that the proposed scheme is better up to 20 % of the previous work.
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Introduction
Researchers believe that one of the causes for the recent
increase in carbon dioxide and serious environmental
problems worldwide is the rise in the amount of data due
to the advancements in information and communications
technology. Yet, the effort to reduce the quantity of CO2
or data alone has not shown enough effect. Thus, a more
sound communication technology should be introduced
to resolve the problem. The energy harvesting capable
cognitive radio (CR) network, which senses its environ-
ment and surroundings, is effective in the development
of eco-friendly, low-carbon protocols since its nodes can
each recognize the energy consumptions and environ-
mental changes [1]. Previous studies on the CR network
have focused on achieving high efficiency in radio fre-
quency. However, considering the fact that the cognitive
network has three stages in its process sensing the envi-
ronment, deciding the optimum action, provided that a
device with cognitive function can accurately sense and
conserve the available frequencies and energy consump-
tions of different operations, it can well be applied to
green, low-carbon communication protocols. Network
coding reduces the amount of data and unnecessary data
retransmissions and provides the estimated transmission
patterns of network nodes. This technique can cut down
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the consumption rate of wasted energy, thereby con-
tributing to the enhancement of the system performance.
In a linear radio network-based CR network, the patterns
of data transmission and reception of a primary user (PU)
can be assumed by the continuity of k linear equations,
and thus a secondary user (SU) can predict the duration
of PU’s frequency use in a huge probability [2, 3]. As a
result, in a CR network that utilizes the linear network
coding technique, while the transmitted and received data
of the PU is well protected, the SU can make the maxi-
mum use of vacant frequencies without wasting energy
through unneeded sensing, maximizing the system per-
formance. It is still impossible to detect PUs perfectly, so
there are cases of false positive errors caused by wrong
judgement of the nonexistent PU as existing and false
negative errors caused by vice versa. Analog network cod-
ing is a technology that uses the interference inversely [4].
In this technique, two different nodes intentionally trans-
mit wireless signals at the same time, and the middle node
receives one integrated signal. Each source node and the
nodes within the overhearing range possess the original
data, so when the middle node broadcasts the integrated
packet, each node destination can decode the wanted
packet. This coding allows the packet to be transmitted
one time less compared with the existing digital network
coding [5], so it can cut the total number of packets into
half compared with the uni-cast transmission method
which does not use network coding technology at all.
In a study by Katti et al. [4] to generate the chance for
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active noise control (ANC) deliberately, the middle node
had to hint (trigger) the source nodes to transmit almost
simultaneously with a short delay. The reason for such
process is that to integrate ANC signals, two different sig-
nals should be transmitted at once, but at the same time,
the preamble of each signal should not be interfered for
decoding. In addition, the previous study had not been
aware of the energy harvesting and focused only on a few
particular topologies to gain profits, such as Alice-Bob
topology which uses the same frequency and X-topology
which has a perfect overhearing range [2]. Moreover,
even when two different original data were mixed on the
physical layer of the middle node, one of the data should
be broadcasted again to each node destination to decode
the other one using changed amplitudes and phases of the
wireless signal. In this paper, we suggest a technique of
restoring a naturally integrated signal of PU and SU with
ANC technique, using the minimum amount of energy
from the CR network, which functions network coding
and energy harvesting. In false negatives, PU receives
some of k as a linear network coded packet and the other
as a mixed signal with SU packet. Even if PU’s signal inter-
feres with SU’s signal, PU can still decode the packet he or
she wants because the only difference the error brings is
the coefficient of linear network coding packets. In false
positive, SU can benefit because it can successfully trans-
mit the packet by its own or harvest energy. However,
unlike existing studies on CR network, we propose a tech-
nique for eco-friendly, low-carbonate communication by
which SU can predict and recognize the frequency, the
energy consumption of PU and the gain of energy har-
vesting, thereby choosing the optimum in false negatives
or false positives. This process is modeled by partially
observable Markov decision process (POMDP). In the
“Related work” section, we introduce related work. In the
“Stochastic policy based wireless energy harvesting in
green cognitive radio network” section, we illustrate the
eco-friendly, low carbonate, energy harvesting capable
CR network technique which this paper proposes. Then,
in the “Performance evaluation” section, we evaluate the
performance. Finally, “Conclusions” section concludes
the paper.

Related work
Network coding
Network coding helps the theoretical maximum network
to achieve capacity by reducing the number of packet
transmissions. Two specific mechanisms are involved in
network coding: XOR [5, 6] and linear (random) network
coding [2, 3]. XOR reduces the number of transmissions
since the intermediate node only broadcasts the packet
once after it has been encoded from packets sent by sev-
eral transmitters, rather than simply forwarding all those
packets one by one. Several authors have implemented

an XOR-bit-level network coding mechanism in a wire-
less network test-bed, showing that it improves network
throughput by 38 % [5]. More recently, it was shown
that analog network coding [4] that utilizes signal inter-
ference rather than excludes it reduces more transmis-
sion time than the traditional bit-level network coding.
All these network coding mechanisms could be widely
utilized for peer-to-peer networks, efficient content dis-
tribution [7], energy efficiency [8], opportunistic routing,
reliability gain, multi-hop network gain, and relay net-
work gain, etc. In contrast, linear coding [3] operates
when the intermediate nodes forward every packet that is
linear transformed by a certain linear equation, and the
destination nodes decode the original packets, provided
they receive enough of the linear equations in an ade-
quate number. Linear transformation is the multiplication
of a vector’s so-called coefficient to the bit pattern of the
packet that passes through a station, and is called linear
coding when the coefficient becomes 1, whereas it is called
random linear coding when the coefficient is less than
1 and larger than 0. (Random) linear coding is generally
applied with packet error recovery, a multicast scenario,
and efficient delivery of urgent messages in vehicular ad
hoc networks and delay-tolerant networking (DTN). Zeng
et al. [9] proposed enhanced network coding (ENC) with
a lower delay-energy bound on a two-way relay wire-
less network. In ENC, the relay transmits both coded
and uncoded packets for reducing delay. Generally, in the
exchange between two nodes, more energy is consumed
to transmit uncoded packets. ENC is a practical algo-
rithm used to achieve minimal average delay and a zero
packet-loss rate under a given energy constraint. Dong
et al. [10] provided a dynamic network coding model
called dynamic network coding with packet-transmission
delay guarantee (DNPDG). DNPDG effectively controls
packet transmission delay in network coding by dynami-
cally determining the coding operation and adjusting the
size of the data generation. Moreover, in the coding opera-
tion, the model schedules and forwards the packets based
on the measurement of the current accumulative trans-
mission delay and the service priority of the packet. Lastly,
the acknowledgement information feedback with per-hop
transmission technique promotes the packet transmission
of various data generations in the relay nodes. How-
ever, these schemes focused on analyzing the fundamental
trade-off between average delay and data size in wireless
network and did not consider the optimal energy harvest-
ing policy as well as the network-coding-capable green
cognitive radio network.

Energy harvesting networks
In a battery-powered device, the typical power manage-
ment design goals are to minimize the energy consump-
tion or to maximize the lifetime achieved while meeting
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the required performance constraints. There has been
recent research effort on understanding data transmission
with an energy harvesting transmitter with a recharge-
able battery. In an energy harvesting node, the design
target is to treat the harvested energy as a supplement
to the battery energy such that the system continues to
operate perennially. In [11], data transmission with energy
harvesting sensors is considered, and the optimal online
policy for controlling admissions into the data buffer is
derived using a dynamic programming framework. In
[12], energy harvesting transmitters with batteries of finite
energy storage capacity are considered and the problem of
throughputmaximization by a deadline is solved in a static
channel. In [13], offline optimal transmission policies for
a single-user energy harvesting transmitter operating in
a fading channel are provided. In [14], energy manage-
ment policies which stabilize the data queue are proposed
for single-user communication. In [15], the optimality of
a variant of the back pressure algorithm using energy
queues is shown. In [16], throughput optimal energy allo-
cation is studied for energy harvesting systems in a time
constrained slotted setting. In [17], information theoret-
ically achievable rates are determined in a single-user
energy harvesting communication channel. In [18, 19],
minimization of the transmission completion time is con-
sidered in an energy harvesting system, and the optimal
solution is obtained using a geometric framework sim-
ilar to the calculus approach presented in [20]. In [21],
a recursive power allocation solution for energy-efficient
point-to-point machine-to-machine (M2M) communica-
tion systems with multiple energy harvesting sources is
studied. They firstly formulate the problem as a non-
convex optimization problem over a finite horizon taking
into account the circuit energy consumption, finite bat-
tery storage capacities, and a minimum required data
rate. In [22], they focus on resource allocation algorithm
design for energy-efficient communication in an orthog-
onal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) down-
link network with hybrid energy harvesting base station
(BS). They first studied the structure of the asymptotically
optimal offline resource allocation algorithm by assuming
non-causal channel gain, energy arrival knowledge. It is an
extension of the previous work considering an energy har-
vester, a constant energy source with the limited backhaul
capacity [23].

Wireless energy harvesting with network coding
Up until now, most previous works assume that the relay
nodes in cooperative networks are often powered by lim-
ited capacity batteries. Therefore, their lifetime is a crucial
performance metric. The limited lifetime of the nodes in
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) motivated researchers
and system designers to study the application of energy
harvesting (EH), allowing the increase of the network

lifetime by collecting energy from various sources (e.g.,
solar and wind). Especially, the incorporation of two-
way network coding in the harvesting networks leads to
significant capacity improvement by enabling the relays
to process the incoming data using the XOR function
before forwarding them to the respective destinations.
Mekikis et al. [6] studied the performance of network cod-
ing (NC)-aided cooperative communications in large scale
networks, where the relays are able to harvest energy emit-
ted by wireless transmissions. In particular, they derive
theoretical expressions for key network performance met-
rics, i.e., the probability of successful data exchange and
the network lifetime gain [6]. Glatz et al. provide a novel
framework for integrating and analyzing power-aware
routing, different types of duty cycling (DC) and har-
vesting technology in a practical TinyOS implementation
simultaneously. They implement the essential combina-
tion of energy harvesting aware routing (EHAR) together
with radio and application DC and they add the novel
approach of opportunistic network coding (ONC) for
WSNs. They firstly give detailed analysis of the appli-
cability of application-level DC compared to low-power
MAC and power savemodes for state-of-the-artWSN and
harvesting system hardware [24]. In [25], the design and
implementation of a networking framework for energy
harvestingWSNs are presented. The main goal of the net-
working framework is to operate all nodes in the network
in an energy neutral mode to avoid nodes exhausting the
power. To achieve this goal, the networking framework
implements several algorithms that can be divided into
two main categories: networking and power saving. On
the networking layer, the framework implements energy
harvesting aware routing, network coding, and oppor-
tunistic network coding. Energy harvesting aware routing
is a probabilistic routing scheme that aims to balance net-
work traffic according to the energy profiles of the nodes.
And the network coding operates alongside energy har-
vesting aware routing to reduce the needed packet trans-
missions. That is, opportunistic network coding detects
the possibilities to combine packets in the data flows of
the energy harvesting aware routing algorithm. For power
saving, the framework implements the duty cycling of the
sensor nodes and uses an existing low power listening
implementation, both of which help to reduce the power
that the nodes waste in idle mode. Besides, in [26], inter-
ferences resilient duty cycling in wireless sensor nodes is
proposed to reduce the energy consumption. In practice,
many types of wireless signals such as Zigbee, WiFi, and
Bluetooh in the same frequency such as 2.4 GHz can exist
at the same time. Therefore, Zigbee signals can be broken
by other signals when they wake up periodically after clear
channel access (CCA) operation. Specifically, if we con-
sider the energy consumption of the sensor node due to
the false positive of the interferences (i.e., WiFi, Bluetooth,
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and electric-oven signal), the new duty cycling design with
the energy harvesting function is necessary for the inter-
ferences resilience. However, these schemes focused on
analyzing the fundamental energy harvesting functions
with the network coding and did not consider the spe-
cific relationship between the energy harvesting and the
optimal stochastic policies in the network coding capable
green CR network.

Stochastic policy based wireless energy harvesting
in green cognitive radio network
Systemmodel
Figure 1 shows the idle state or busy state when PU is
operating based on linear network coding. SU periodi-
cally senses the energy and decides whether to transmit
PU or not. However, to reduce the energy consumption,
SU predicts the time remaining for complete transmis-
sion of k based on the coefficient in PU’s linear network
coding packet. It does not sense unnecessarily during X
to reduce the energy consumption and harvests energy.
In other words, since k continuous linear network cod-
ing assumes PU’s environment, SU can figure out some
regularities in idle and busy states through sensing PU’s
frequency. The possible actions of SU after sensing PU are
illustrated in Fig. 2.
Unlike previous studies, the method this paper suggests

proves to be profitable since it can process ANC even
in false negative states and enable SU to transmit data
or harvest energy alone in false positive states. Thus, SU
can transmit its single packet or harvest energy even in
false positives because it does not know PU’s state com-
pletely. In false negatives, the effect of ANC integration of
PU and SU occurs when SU decides to transmit a single
data. Therefore, it is observed that transmitting the data
continuously is more beneficial than SU switching over
to standby mode in any case, because at least one data is

Fig. 2 The possible actions of SU after sensing PU

successfully transmitted or SU is coded with PU. And the
switching energy can be saved. However, in a surround-
ing that considers environment and low carbon dioxide,
SU simply sensing the frequency and transmitting the data
unconditionally is not the best scheme. Supposing that
PU uses only the energy (E0) previously saved in capaci-
tor or inductor, PU’s energy shows exponential decrease
from the initial energy as shown in Fig. 3 [27]. This result
depends on the physical characteristics of PU and the ini-
tially charged energy and has no relation with any external
energy source. When time t increases, the energy sharply
declines. This rapid decrease in energy is called time con-
stant and represented by the τ . Thus, the time constant
of PU is the time required for the energy to decrease at
the rate of 1/e and is commonly computed at 36.8 % of

Fig. 1 Linear network coding-based PU
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Fig. 3 Energy response function of PU

the initial value. This study sets PU’s time constant as the
reference value. If PU’s energy consumption depending
on SU’s action is smaller than 36.8 %, ANC with the SU
signal is processed for an additional decoding; if not, SU
does not transmit but switch over to standby mode and
harvest energy even in false positives. Thus, if the energy
PU consumes when decoding the analog network coded
packets is below particular value, SU chooses simultane-
ous transmission. If SU attempts to transmit under false
positive state, only the packets of SU can be transmitted
stably using the frequency of PU. If the energy consumed
is above a particular value, SU stands by and harvests
energy from the environment. If false negative states or
PU is sensed properly, only the packets of PU can be trans-
mitted stably. In other words, when Eτ is larger than a
particular value (�), SU does not transmit and harvests
energy even if PU’s channel is sensed as idle state. The rea-
son for this is to prevent PU’s energy consumptions from
being wasted when it is in false negative state.
Equation 1 shows the energy rate (Eτ ) PU consumes

depending on the action of SU. For instance, the first case
is the state in which PU does exist and transmits alone,
and the energy consumption rate equals the front of Eq.
1. The mth PUm receives the other linear network coding
packets for x amount of time and can decode a packet it
wants at last. tp equals 1 only when the targeted PU node
destination receives the linear network coding packet p,
dlp represents indicator function which equals 1 only when
it receives p and linear network decoding is possible. �p
is the sum of the energy PU that is needed to operate for
decoding during χ (actuation), the energy needed to save
k linear network coding packets temporarily for decoding
(transient) and the energy needed for decoding (process-
ing). The back of Eq. 1 is the second case in which the
signals of SU and PU are analog network coded, and λp
is an indicator function that equals 1 only when the lin-
ear network coding packet p of PU is analog network
coded with the single packet of SU. dap represents indicator
functions that equal 1 when analog network coded packet
is decoded. �p is the energy necessary for decoding the
analog network coded packets.

Eτ (PUm) =
∑k

p=i

(
�ptpdlp + �pλpdap

)
(1)

Assumptions
The suggested method allows SU to sense the frequency
and the energy of PU and, even when error occurs,
restores signals from noise as much as possible using the
analog network coding technique. The following are the
assumptions for the suggested method.

1. SU can check the existence or nonexistence of PU by
operating the energy-sensing module.

2. SU can sense and decode the preamble of PU and
figure out the coefficient and the number of the
relevant packets [28].

3. Data transmission of PU occurs in continuous linear
network coding (busty).

4. Even if the original packet of SU and the linear
network coding packet of PU are transmitted almost
simultaneously, jitter delay appears naturally in the
received PU as non-synchronized part in Fig. 4.
Moreover, linear network coding packets include the
information of coefficients necessary for the
formation of linear equation in the front or the back
[3]. As a result, PU processes decoding, utilizing the
coefficients that have been changed partly due to the
channel and the linear equation variables it has
formerly received [4]. We will further explain it in
the section that discusses the practicality of the
suggested method.

5. PU can combine some part of linear network coding
packets that it initially received with the partially
altered linear network coding packets to decode the
target packet.

6. Energy consumption rate is proportional to the
carbon emission rate [29].

7. SUs can harvest energy from the environment with
the function module of sensors [9–12].

Fig. 4 The principle of the analog decoding of the PU. In case of the
non-synchronized transmission, both the SU and PU packets due to
the natural small jitter delay
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Proposed scheme
This paper proposes green, cognition-based energy har-
vesting capable communication technique for which SU
decides the optimal action (“standby and harvesting”?
or “transmit”) considering the remaining energy of PU
every moment, unlike the existent cognitive radio net-
work techniques which considered only the recognition
of frequency. To predict the transmission pattern of PU
easily, we suppose PU’s environment a linear network cod-
ing as described in [2]. However, when it comes to the
issue of practicality, the data of PU and SU can still col-
lide. Although it has not been dealt with in [2], this paper
seeks to enhance the performance applying analog net-
work coding technique additionally, so that advantage can
be created evenwith the collision of the data of PU and SU.
Also, it provides the foundation for eco-friendly commu-
nication technology by considering energy consumption
rates for the first time in network coding based cognitive
network. Figure 5 shows possible cases in the systemwhen
SU decides the optimum every moment considering the
energy. Based on the observation, this paper proposes net-
work coding based frequency and energy cognitive radio
technique including energy harvesting for the first time.

Discussion on the practicality of the suggested method
Linear network coding means transmitting the packets
after re-computing each into linear equations based on

Fig. 5 Network coding based green cognitive radio network

random coefficients. Therefore, the destination should
receive enough linear equation data over k to be able to
decode the target packet. In other words, the destina-
tion should receive linear equations that equal the number
of variables consisting of the linear equations. Random
coefficients are the random figures attached to each vari-
able when packets are made into linear equations, and
they are transmitted with the data as a determinant
and forms in Cramer’s rule, attached in front of the
packets [3, 7].
This paper uses minimum shifting keying modulation

(MSK) as [4] does. In this modulation, when wireless sig-
nals given in complex numbers are represented by Aej�
in Phasor domain, the information is expressed with no
modification in amplitude A but with the change in phase
�. Furthermore, when interference occurs, the energy
level of the moment when the node receives the packet
increases in square of the amplitude as A2. In result, as
shown in Fig. 4, the receiver of PU measures the energy,
decoding the part with regular energy change using MSK
modification and separating the SU signal from PU from
the part where the energy suddenly increases based on
the combined vector and linear network coding packets
previously received, as shown in Fig. 6. This is possible
since this paper, similar to [4] which assumed that the
packets involved in analog coding started with the known
pilot sequence of 64 bits to distinguish the beginning of
transmission, supposes that each of PU’s k linear network
coding starts with the known sequence.
PUdst receives the vectors of PU and SU and X1 and X2,

with a random interval caused by the gap between small
jitter delays. If PUdst receives X1 vector first, the ampli-
tude of X1 vector would be α; If PUdst receives X2 vector

Fig. 6 The separation scheme of each SU and PU signal based on
MSK when PUdst receives the combined vector
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first, the amplitude of X2 vector would be β . Accordingly,
it is possible to compute in which cases are combined vec-
tors X1 and X2 of SU and PU created, as Fig. 6. Initially
received linear network coding packets enable the calcula-
tion of variable information through PUdst, so it is possible
to figure out that among a number of cases of phase dif-
ference in Fig. 6 with the 90° gap is the signal of PU and
SU.
Channel modifies only the amplitude of the signal, as

shown in Fig. 6, but not the phase between the two sam-
ples. In result, there are four cases of possible signals when
the receiver of PU consequently receives the vectors of PU
and SU and X1 and X2. In MSK modification, the change
in phase between the two samples is laid out by the refer-
ence of 90°, so we can judge that the case is each signal of
SU and PU.

Analysis through partially observable Markov decision
This paper simulates modeling through partially observ-
able Markov decision process (POMDP) to figure out
which action would bring the optimal result when we
know only a few parts of SU and PU in an environment
where analog network coding of wireless signals of PU
and SU is possible. To simulate modeling using POMDP,
information on system decision epoch, state, transition
probability, action, and reward is necessary. After digi-
tally observing the system, we modeled possible states
after applying the suggested method for every decision
moment, depending on whether PU or SU has a residual
energy or not.
The transition possibility among the states is repre-

sented by the possibility of packets of PU and SU decoded
as well as the detection probability of PU. The possibility
of PU’s packet being decoded can be calculated by Eq. 2.

Pdpup =
∫ ∞

χ

f (t) dt = 1 −
∫ χ

−∞
f(t)dt = 1 − p (X ≤ χ)

= 1 −
(
1 − e−

1
4χ

)
= e−

1
4χ (2)

Equation 2 shows the possibility of enough transmission
of linear network coding packets over k to PUdst, which
allows the packet of PU to be decoded. X represents the
remained time until k linear network coding packets are
collected.
The possibility of decoding the SU packet (i.e., Pdsup )

indicates every case in which SU does not judge PU as
false negative. The actions SU can take are no transmis-
sion and energy harvesting or transmission. SU decides
suitable action to obtain the best reward, maximization
of throughput, and energy harvesting under the condi-
tion of the reciprocal of the Eq. 1, namely, the suggested
scheme defines reward of the SU as throughput and
energy harvesting gain with the reciprocal of the energy

consumption rate with Eq. 1. Thereby, it aims a desir-
able green, low-carbonate communication in cognitive
network where network coding and energy harvesting are
possible.
The long-run average reward for some policy � is given

by

V(�) = limT→∞
1

T + 1
Q�

[∑T

t=0
R (Qt ,At) | Q0 = (0, 0)

]

(3)
where Q� is the expectation operator taken for the system
under policy �.

Theorem 1. There exists the optimal energy threshold χ∗
PU so

that the optimal deterministic action in states (i, j) is to wait
and harvest energy if i ≤ χ∗

PU and to transmit the packet if i>
χ∗
PU. To get the optimal thresholds χ∗

PU, we consider the long-run
average reward per slot as shown in Eqs. 4 and 5.

The optimal energy threshold χ∗
PU for the long-run average

reward per slot is(
χ∗
PU, ∗

) = arg maxχPURtx · σ (χPU,χSU) + Rh
w · ρ (χPU,χSU)

(4)
The expected number of transmissions per slot is the states

with the network coding or the PU or the SU. It can be derived
by

σ (χPU,χSU) = p1 ·
∑χPU

i=1

∑χSU

j=1
�i,j (5)

The expected number of waiting and harvesting per slot is
the states with the single packet among the neighbor nodes at
the beginning of each slot. It can be derived by

ρ (χPU,χSU) = p2 · (1 − p1)
∑χSU

i=1,j=i+1
�i,j (6)

+ p2 · (1 − p1)
∑χSU

i=1,j=−i
�i,j

Performance evaluation
The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated via both
analyses with Matlab s/w and ns-3 simulations. We examine
the throughput performances with the energy constraints of
the proposed optimal online policy and other schemes (i.e.,
adaptive transmission policy scheme [25], time-energy adap-
tive scheme [6], constant water level scheme [30], and energy
adaptive scheme [31]). We perform all simulations for 1500
randomly generated realizations of the channel fade pattern.
The changes in the fading level occur relatively slowly with
respect to the symbol duration. In particular, we considered
Rayleigh and Nakagami fading with different shape parame-
ter. We evaluate the specified fading by sampling its probability
density function with a sufficiently large number of points.
Based on the extensive evaluations under various different set-
tings, we observe that the proposed optimal policy performs
very well than other schemes. Table 1 shows the parameters
used in simulation. � is mean value of the density function of
energy arrival and ϒ is mean value of the density function of
channel fading.
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Table 1 Evaluation parameters

Parameters Values

Frequency of 802.11 2.4 GHz

Tx Power 50 mW (i.e., 17 dBm)

Tx Rate 500 kb/s

SNR 20–30 dB

Fading model Rayleigh and Nakagami fading

Nakagami fading parameter 3

� Average recharge rate with a non-negative uniform random variable

ϒ Average fading level

Emax Constraint (i.e., on the order of 1 J)

The number of relay node 100

PA and PB [0.1, 0.9]

Comparable schemes
1. Adaptive transmission policy for short-term throughput

maximization [25]: They focus on considering the problem
of maximizing the transferred data in an energy harvesting
node under a deadline constraint, i.e., the short-term through-
put. To reflect on the adaptive transmission policy to the [25],
we refer the concept of the adaptive scheme [31]. It is online
energy management schemes for energy harvesting systems
operating in fading channels, with finite capacity rechargeable
batteries. They determined the throughput policy for deadline
constrained setting under online knowledge of the events using
stochastic dynamic programming in continuous time. How-
ever, the deadline constrained is a heuristic value. As a result,
the optimal policy based on the deadline value is limited to
maximize the throughput. Different from this work, in prac-
tice our proposed scheme considers the unsaturated scenario
with the fading model in the network-coding-capable harvest-
ing networks. Therefore, the optimal and dynamic deadline
with the network coding is considered with the optimal policy
in the harvest networks, i.e. the long-term throughput.

2. Time-energy adaptive scheme [6]: Our proposed policy
uses the fading distribution and reacts only to the new energy

arrivals and fading level changes. Therefore, it requires less
feedback and less computation since they react only to the
changes in the fading level. On the other hand, the time-
energy adaptive scheme harvests energy with the fixed slot
periodically regards less the environment status. They rather
focus on the the probability of successful data exchange for the
benefits of energy harvesting in bidirectional network coded
cooperative communications.
3. Constant water level scheme [30]: Our proposed scheme

makes online decisions for transmit, waiting and harvesting
power whenever a change in the fading level under the unsat-
urated scenario is observed through the average CSI in the
idle slot. However, in case of the constant water level policy,
it did not consider the average CSI of the previous epoch and
assume that the relay node can charge the energy from the
environment.
4. Energy adaptive scheme [31]: Our proposed scheme basi-

cally assumes the initial energy with the practical capacitor of
the sensor nodes. And it tries to get the optimal policy in the
relay node only when the residual energy is larger than the
time constant threshold, τ . Therefore, the exhausted energy
cases rarely happen in the relay node in the proposed scheme.

Fig. 7 Network topology
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Fig. 8 Performances of the policies for different energy arrival rates under Nakagami fading with parameter =3 and Emax =10 J

However, the energy adaptive scheme did not consider the
importance of the relay node in the harvesting network. There-
fore, bottleneck sensor nodes with no residual energy prevent
the other sensor nodes from communicating.

In order to assess the performance, we consider the simple
topology as shown in Fig. 7. And we define an upper bound on
the performances of the policies by assuming that the channel
fading levels and energy arrivals in the [0, T] interval are known
non-causally. In addition, the total energy in [0, T] is available
at the transmitter at time t = 0. In summary, we observe that
adaptive transmission policy performs quite close to the opti-
mal online policy in the low recharge rate regime. However,

its performance is viable due to the short-term throughput as
the recharge rate is increased. And naturally other schemes
are not better than adaptive transmission policy because of
the static policy with the fading channel and energy arrival
rate. In detail, we examine the setting with T = 10 s, Emax =
10 J under Nakagami fading of average SNR = 5 dB and plot
the performances in Fig. 8. As a common behavior in these
settings, adaptive transmission policy performs poorer than
the proposed scheme. Since the adaptive transmission policy
determines the power level considering only the instantaneous
energy changes, it cannot take advantage of the battery for sav-
ing energy for future use, and hence performs relatively poorly.
We also simulate the performances of the policies for different

Fig. 9 Performances of the policies for different energy arrival rates under unit mean Rayleigh fading, Emax = 1 J
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energy arrival rates under unit mean Rayleigh fading, Emax =
1 J , PA = 0.1, and PB = 0.9 as shown in Fig. 9. In this case,
the adaptive transmission policy behaves as follows: whenever
a new energy arrival occurs, the policy decides to transmit with
power equal to battery energy divided by the time remaining to
the deadline. On the other hand, the proposed scheme decides
to transmit with power equal to the average power plus bat-
tery energy divided by the time remaining to the deadline. We
observe that the proposed scheme is the best.

Conclusions
Various causes of the increase in CO2 emissions emphasize the
necessity of green, low-carbonate communication technique.
This paper proposed a method by which we can reinforce the
performance by sensing frequencies and energy in a wireless
environment where network coding and energy harvesting are
possible. The performance evaluation showed that the sug-
gested technique has the highest efficiency when consuming
the same amount of energy.
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